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Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄’s Response to Sharaf
al-Dı̄n al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s Critical Commentary on
Avicenna’s Ishārāt
Ayman Shihadeh
SOAS, University of London

A

l-Rāzı̄’s well-known commentary on Avicenna’s al-Ishārāt wa-l-tanbı̄hāt (Pointers and Reminders), titled simply as Sharh· al-Ishārāt (Commentary on the
Pointers), was not his only commentary on the book.1 It was in fact his second
instalment in a series of three Ishārāt-related works, the third and final being a précis of
his full commentary titled Lubāb al-Ishārāt (The Pith of the Pointers). The first instalment,
an edition of the extant parts of which is published in the present article, is a
super-commentary he wrote on Sharaf al-Dı̄n al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s (d. late 6th/12th c.)
al-Mabāh·ith wa-l-shukūk ‘alā l-Ishārāt (Investigations and Objections on the Pointers;
henceforth, the Shukūk). Both texts were first brought to attention in an article I
published in 2005.2 Titled Jawābāt al-masā’il al-bukhāriyya (Response to the [Philosophical] Problems from Bukhara), al-Rāzı̄’s super-commentary is important in several
ways, above all the following two. First, as the earliest extant philosophical work by
al-Rāzı̄, it provides precious new information on the early development of his thought.
Second, and perhaps more importantly, the text offers vital insight into how he
interacted with his milieu, and as such serves to contextualise not only his full
commentary on the Ishārāt, but more broadly the entirety of his philosophical and
theological career and output.
I have already explored the context and some of the contents of the text in other
studies.3 So the present brief introduction will focus mostly on textual matters. In
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This article is an outcome of a larger project on “The Reception of Avicennan Philosophy in the
Twelfth Century”, supported by the Arts and Humanities Research Council in the UK.
2
Ayman Shihadeh, “From al-Ghazālı̄ to al-Rāzı̄: 6th/12th Century Developments in Muslim Philosophical Theology”, Arabic Sciences and Philosophy 15 (2005): 141–79, at 154–6.
3
For the context, see my “Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄’s Sharh· al-Ishārāt” (in The Oxford Handbook of Islamic
Philosophy, eds. K. El-Rouayheb and S. Schmidtke [Oxford: Oxford University Press, Forthcoming] ),
“From al-Ghazālı̄ to al-Rāzı̄”, and “A Post-Ghazālian Critic of Avicenna: Ibn Ghaylān al-Balkhı̄ on the
Materia Medica of the Canon of Medicine” (Journal of Islamic Studies 24 [2013], 135–74). The last article
deals with pertinent aspects of al-Rāzı̄’s milieu, but not directly with the text at hand. See also n. 9
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particular, I shall date the text, make broad observations on its contents, introduce the
manuscript copies and the edition, and finally establish the title.

I. The Date of the Jawābāt
Let me begin by substantiating my above claim that the text at hand is most probably
al-Rāzı̄’s earliest extant philosophical work. The text itself is undated, and the name of
the patron to whom the work is dedicated in the preface, more on whom below, was
changed by a copyist to “so and so” ( fulān).
Nonetheless, the text can be dated fairly accurately on the basis of two pieces of
evidence. The first is that it contains a reference (31.16) to al-Rāzı̄’s major theological
work Nihāyat al-‘uqūl, which I date to circa 570/1175.4 A little later (33.2), we encounter
a further reference to “our large book” (kitābu-nā l-kabı̄r ), which confirms that al-Rāzı̄
had previously published only one major work, namely the Nihāya. The second clue is
that the Jawābāt is cited, only once, in the philosophical work al-Mabāh·ith
al-mashriqiyya, which I date to circa 575/1180. At the end of one discussion in the
section on “establishing the finitude of bodies” in the Mabāh·ith, we find this reference:
“We have a discussion on this in Sharh· al-Ishārāt”.5 What al-Rāzı̄ intends here cannot be
his full commentary known to us as “Sharh· al-Ishārāt”, since it post-dates both the
Mabāh·ith and indeed the slightly later Mulakhkhas· (which was completed in 579/1183–
4), but must rather be the Jawābāt, which was his “commentary on the Ishārāt” before
he composed a full commentary.6 This is confirmed by two observations. First, the
discussion that the reference concludes turns on exactly the same Avicennan argument
treated in the second section of both the Shukūk and the Jawābāt.7 Second, the wording
— “We have a discussion of this in Sharh· al-Ishārāt” — implies that the commentary
referred to is not a full commentary, but one that contained only a limited range of
discussions.
So, since the Jawābāt post-dates the Nihāya and pre-dates the Mabāh·ith, it can be
dated confidently to the period between 570/1175–575/1180. This dating makes it
al-Rāzı̄’s earliest known philosophical work. His earlier known works, Us·ūl al-dı̄n, the

below. The first section of al-Rāzı̄’s text is studied in my article, “Avicenna’s ‘Corporeal Form’ and Proof
of Prime Matter in Twelfth-Century Critical Philosophy: Abū l-Barakāt, al-Mas‘ūdı̄ and al-Rāzı̄” (Oriens
42 [forthcoming in 2014]).
4
For these dates, see Shihadeh, “Al-Rāzı̄’s Sharh· al-Ishārāt”.
5
Al-Rāzı̄, al-Mabāh·ith al-mashriqiyya, ed. Z. al-Mūsawı̄ et al., 2 vols. (Hyderabad: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif
al-‘Uthmāniyya, 1343 AH), 1, 198.
6
For the dating of the Mulakhkhas·, see Ayman Shihadeh, The Teleological Ethics of Fakhr al-Dı̄n
al-Rāzı̄ (Leiden and Boston: E.J. Brill, 2006), 8. Both the Mabāh·ith and the Mulakhkhas· are cited in the
Sharh· (see the index).
7
Al-Rāzı̄, Mabāh·ith, 196–8.
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Ishāra and Nihāyat al-‘uqūl, are all “theological” (kutub kalāmiyya), as he himself
would describe them.8

II. An Overview of the Contents
Al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s commentary consists of fifteen sections, or “problems” (mas’ala), of
varying length, in which he raises puzzles on several passages from the Physics and
Metaphysics of Avicenna’s Ishārāt.9 The section headings indicating the Avicennan
views treated are listed in the table provided on p. 10 below. Each section opens with a
passage from the Ishārāt, then proceeds with the commentator’s criticism, which
exhibits the influence of Abū l-Barakāt al-Baghdādı̄ (d. ca. 560/1165) and al-Ghazālı̄ (d.
505/1111), both of whom are praised by al-Mas‘ūdı̄. In most cases, his refutation of
Avicenna’s views is coupled with a defence of alternative philosophical views.
Al-Rāzı̄’s super-commentary is overall highly critical of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s commentary;
but it is by no means a mere refutation of the latter’s views and arguments. I previously
argued that al-Rāzı̄ criticises his proto-neo-Ash‘arı̄ contemporaries on account of their
preoccupation with controversy (jadal ), as opposed to sound and critical investigation
(bah·th, tah·qı̄q); and this stance is exemplified perfectly in the Jawābāt.10 Although much
of the text, of course, turns on the specific philosophical views at issue, it is the more
general explicit and implicit points of method that were of greater significance to the
author and probably his contemporary readers. The overtones are all too evident: al-Rāzı̄
insinuates that, owing to its disputative orientation, al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s discussion falls below
the standards of critical investigation (tah·qı̄q), and is more akin to what one would
expect of a kalām theologian or a dilettantish literalist (z·āhirı̄ ) (23.13; 29.3; 46.5–6).11
The following are some broad observations on the text, which bring al-Rāzı̄’s “agenda”
and other salient features of the Jawābāt to the fore.
1. The preface. Al-Rāzı̄ tells us that al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s text was introduced to him by an
unidentified person, described as a great scholar and philosopher, who asked him to
address the problems it raises. However, the dedication, starting from “wa-khadamtu
bi-hi”, seems to refer to a different person, who is a high-ranking figure, probably with
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On the first of these, see Ayman Shihadeh, “Al-Rāzı̄’s Earliest Kalām Work”, in Theological Rationalism
in Medieval Islam: New Texts and Perspectives, eds. S. Schmidtke and G. Schwarb (Leuven: Peeters,
forthcoming in 2014).
9
See my forthcoming study and critical edition of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s text: Ayman Shihadeh, Doubts on
Avicenna (Leiden and Boston: E.J. Brill). A facsimile edition of a manuscript copy housed at Madrasa-i
Imām-i ‘As·r in Shiraz (no number) was recently published as Kitāb al-Mabāh·ith wa-l-shukūk (Tehran:
Mı̄rāth-i Maktūb, 2011). References in the present article are to the facsimile edition.
10
Shihadeh, “From al-Ghazālı̄ to al-Rāzı̄”, 158 ff.; idem. “Post-Ghazālian Critic”.
11
Al-Rāzı̄ makes the same point in a debate with al-Mas‘ūdı̄ recorded in the Munāz·arāt (Shihadeh,
“From al-Ghazālı̄ to al-Rāzı̄”, 159). By “z·āhirı̄”, al-Rāzı̄ here refers to those who are interested in
philosophy, but have only the most superficial, and hence literal, understanding of philosophical
discourses (cf. Mabāh·ith, 1, 339).
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some learning in philosophy.12 The latter may have already patronised al-Rāzı̄,
considering that the dedication expresses gratitude for the patron’s generosity
(mujāzātan li-ayādı̄-hi . . .).
2. Al-Rāzı̄’s copy of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s text. After commenting on approximately half of
Section 4 of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s Shukūk,13 by far the longest section in the work, al-Rāzı̄ adds the
following remark (49.14–15):
Of the esteemed commentator’s discussion, this is the extent that we have access
to (ilā hādhā l-mawd·i‘ wajadnā). We read the remainder of this section, but we
forgot it and were unable to memorise it. So let us discuss the little that is still in our
memory of it.

Al-Rāzı̄’s commentary on the second half of Section 4 of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s work is hence less
than one tenth of the length of his commentary on the first half of the section, and it
contains no direct quotations from the Shukūk. So it appears that he read al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s
work in full, but, for some reason or other, only had an incomplete copy when he wrote
the Jawābāt. (His remark that an obvious case of self-contradiction apparently committed by al-Mas‘ūdı̄ may be due to a mere scribal error [48.3–4] provides further
confirmation that he had no access to another copy of the Shukūk.) Should we take this
to indicate that his copy of the Shukūk ended in the middle of Section 4, and thus
contained less than one third of the work? Or was the copy only missing the second half
of Section 4 and possibly some folios afterwards? It is impossible to answer this question
with certainty, considering that only fragments survive of the rest of al-Rāzı̄’s text. The
few lines that survive from the beginning of Section 5 contain no quotations from the
Shukūk. However, the paraphrase of one short passage from Section 9 of the Shukūk,
appearing in excerpt 6 in MS Ayasofya 4855, seems to be based closely on al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s
text, which suggests that al-Rāzı̄’s copy did not end in the middle of Section 4.
3. The identification of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s sources. Al-Mas‘ūdı̄ himself acknowledges
his indebtedness in some places to Abū l-Barakāt and al-Ghazālı̄, but, of course, presents
the bulk of his arguments and views as his own. However, al-Rāzı̄ points out in the
preface that most of the contents of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s text are in fact drawn from Abū
l-Barakāt’s Mu‘tabar and other sources. He identifies some sources in individual
sections; for instance, Abū l-Barakāt in Sections 1 and 4; Rashı̄d al-Dı̄n Wat·wāt· (d.
578/1182), to whom he refers as al-Rashı̄d Malik al-Kuttāb (the King of Secretaries), and
Avicenna’s Shifā’ in Section 2; and Ibn Sahlān al-Sāwı̄ (6th/12th c.) in Section 4.14
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As suggested by the philosophical elements incorporated in the preface. One sentence (11.14–15)
echoes the preface of Avicenna’s H
· ayy ibn Yaqz·ān (ed. M. al-Ma‘s·ūmı̄, in “Risālat H
· ayy ibn Yaqz·ān
ma‘a sharh·i-hā li-Ibn Sı̄nā”, Majallat al-Majma‘ al-‘Ilmı̄ al-‘Arabı̄ bi-Dimashq 29 (1954), 406–16,
563–72; and 30 (1955), 91–105; 288–98; 427–39, at vol. 29, 416).
13
Corresponding to the beginning of f. 15b of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s Shukūk. The text is from ff. 2b–44a.
14
Respectively, 19.11; 39.6; 26.1; 42.6; 43.6. The same honorific, Malik al-Kuttāb, appears in Z·ahı̄r
al-Dı̄n al-Bayhaqı̄’s entry on Wat·wāt· (Tatimmat s·iwān al-h·ikma, ed. M. Shafı̄ ‘[Lahore: University of the
Punjab, 1935], 166).
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4. The sound and charitable interpretation of Avicenna. Each section of the
Jawābāt begins with expositional commentary on the relevant passage from the Ishārāt,
before turning to al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s commentary. In some of his responses to al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s
arguments, al-Rāzı̄ avers that they rest on a misinterpretation of Avicenna’s position, as set
out either in the Ishārāt or in his broader oeuvre. The following are three salient examples:
4.1. In Section 3, he explains that the objective (gharad·) of the Avicennan passage
commented on is to prove that the soul is different from the mixtures, rather than to
prove, as al-Mas‘ūdı̄ opines, that the mixtures are combined by the soul (29.12–14).
Al-Rāzı̄ changes the title of this section accordingly.
4.2. Al-Rāzı̄ cites other Avicennan works, particularly the Shifā’ and the Mubāh·athāt,
and Bahmanyār’s Tah·s· ı̄l, to flesh out the often terse and cryptic views and arguments
advanced in the Ishārāt, and to resolve any problems or ambiguities therein (see the
index on p. 61 below). He favours a holistic and charitable reading of Avicenna, as
opposed to an opportunistic piecemeal reading that nit-picks on the wording of the
Ishārāt. In Section 3, he explains Avicenna’s views in the light of other works of his, and
then responds to a reading of a passage in the Ishārāt based on the mere occurrence of the
conjunctive “then” (the letter fā’). Al-Rāzı̄ gives Avicenna the benefit of the doubt (and in
that sense can be said to favour a relatively “charitable” reading). He writes (30.9–11):
All of the Shaykh’s longer and shorter works state explicitly [the view] we
mentioned. As to this fā’, one must find a figurative interpretation (ta’wı̄l ) for it.
But to abandon, on its account, what is unambiguously true is out of the question!

He concludes the section by making a statement on the fraudulence of piecemeal
readings of philosophical sources, in which due effort is not made to arrive at a sound
and critical understanding of their contents: “So it is evident that whoever believes that
the philosophers (h·ukamā’) hold that the rational soul is the proximate cause for
preserving the mixtures has wronged them and denied them their rights (z·alama-hum
wa-bakhasa h·aqqa-hum)!” (30.17–18). Likewise, in his discussion of a view advanced
elsewhere in the Ishārāt, al-Rāzı̄ criticises al-Mas‘ūdı̄ for failing to consider a well-known
proof adduced by Avicenna in his other books, while reproducing Abū l-Barakāt’s
counterarguments (39.6): hardly evidence of unprejudiced commentary.
4.3. Perhaps most striking of all is that in Section 1, al-Rāzı̄ implicitly recognises a
weakness that Abū l-Barakāt and al-Mas‘ūdı̄ underscore in the Avicennan proof of prime
matter, and he develops the proof in such a way that the weakness is overcome. (I
discuss the debate in detail elsewhere.15) Yet to show that his developed version of the
proof is premised on authentic Avicennan views, and hence is not overly charitable to
Avicenna and unduly dismissive of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s objection, he cites discussions in the
Mubāh·athāt and Bahmanyār’s Tah·s· ı̄l, which are unrelated to his proof of prime matter,
but seem to attest Avicenna’s commitment to a key premise thereof. “The philosophers”,

15
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he writes, “have alluded to this in a way that is closer to assertion than it is to allusion
(ta‘rı̄d·an lā ka-l-ta‘rı̄d· bal ka-l-tas·rı̄h·)” (14.15). The discussion is concluded thus: “We
have cited these discussions so that no one would claim that what I have set out is not
a commitment (madhhab) of” Avicenna (15.7).
5. Criticism of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s method. Two passages stand out in this regard. The
first exposes a basic flaw of procedure in Section 4 (33.11–14):
This esteemed [objector] ought to start by objecting to the arguments he cites from
the Ishārāt and only then proceed to set out his own position. For it is insufficient for
one who goes against the majority (jumhūr ) view on a certain point [simply] to set
out his own view. Instead, he should [first] confute the arguments of [his]
predecessors and identify any weakness or error in the premises of these arguments.

In other words, a commentator should explain the views advanced in the text
commented on and then argue against these views, especially when they are likely to be
accepted by most of his readers, before submitting any alternative views of his own.
Al-Mas‘ūdı̄ instead explains Avicenna’s position, concluding it with, “What we have just
reported (h·akā) is what the majority (al-aktharūn) have agreed on”, then goes on to
submit his own view, and finally argues for his view and against Avicenna’s view.
The second passage goes as follows (29.3–6):
This discussion, in my view, is unbefitting of its writer’s sharpness of thought and
his in-depth study of tortuous philosophical subjects; and this is in two ways. The
first is that one who advances a certain view, and then raises a question concerning
it, must answer it in such a way that his first view remains intact. However, if in his
answer he advances a new view, which is unrelated to his first view, this will
amount to an admission that the first view is weak and unsustainable.

Al-Rāzı̄ goes on to explain how this offence is committed in Section 3 of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s
work: (1) he begins by accusing Avicenna of circularity for suggesting that the mixtures
of the foetus’s body are combined by the influence of its rational soul, when the rational
soul can only come into being when a suitably-prepared body is formed; (2) he neglects
to mention Avicenna’s view, set out in the Mubāh·athāt, that the foetus’s mixtures are
initially combined by the influence of its parents’ souls; (3) but then he posits and
addresses the question whether the foetus’s mixtures are combined by its parents’ souls.
The last part of the discussion, according to al-Rāzı̄, exposes the first part as a
misrepresentation of Avicenna.
6. “Local” sources cited in the Jawābāt. I have underscored elsewhere the need
to reinterpret al-Rāzı̄’s oeuvre, not least his commentaries on Avicenna, within its proper,
chronologically-narrow context.16 The Jawābāt both reinforces the exigency of such a
reinterpretation and facilitates it by providing crucial new data. Several sources, never
encountered in al-Rāzı̄’s later works, feature in the extant part of the text, most

16
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importantly some that I would characterise as “local”, considering their regional and
chronological proximity to al-Rāzı̄. Such citations shed light on his engagement with his
immediate milieu, and hence serve to contextualise his career and oeuvre against the
backdrop of the intellectual currents of Iraq, Iran and Transoxania in the sixth/twelfth
century, in particular the proto-neo-Ash‘arı̄ and traditional Avicennan currents. One such
source is the aforementioned text by Wat·wāt·, about whose philosophical activity we
know little. More important are the following two sources:
6.1. ‘Umar ibn Sahlān al-Sāwı̄’s al-Āthār al-‘ulwiyya, a relatively-traditional
Avicennan source from which al-Rāzı̄ cites responses to Abū l-Barakāt’s criticisms of
certain Avicennan views (see the index on p. 61). Al-Sāwı̄’s strident stance towards Abū
l-Barakāt’s counter-Avicennan positions is already evident in his short extant work Nahj
al-taqdı̄s, in which he refers to him as the “Shaykh of the Jews”, on account of his faith
before he converted to Islam.17 The appearance of al-Sāwı̄’s source in the Jawābāt reveals
a further aspect of his engagement with his milieu and allows us to explain the emergence
and development of al-Rāzı̄’s own philosophical and theological project out of an
already-ongoing dialectic in which Avicennan philosophy was being criticised and
defended.18
6.2. In Section 4, al-Rāzı̄ points out a contradiction between a view expressed by
al-Mas‘ūdı̄ in the Shukūk and another view expressed in his “sermons” (Khut·abi-hi).
Al-Mas‘ūdı̄ is not known to have written such a work. However, the view in question
appears in his commentary, Sharh·, on Avicenna’s short work al-Khut·ba al-gharrā’.19
This is the only reference I am aware of to this little-known commentary anywhere in
al-Rāzı̄’s works. Again, this reference provides further evidence of engagement with
“local” sources, a feature very rarely attested in his later books.

III. The Manuscript Copies and Edition
The bulk of the extant parts of the Jawābāt survive in one manuscript copy that is
incomplete at the end. Further parts are extant in another manuscript copy. An overview
of the extant parts is provided in the table on p. 10.
1. MS Tehran, Kitābkhāna-yi Majlis-i Shūrā-yi Islāmı̄, 16022. This short
manuscript consists of two quires of 5 bifolios each (quinternions), and is overall 20

17

Ibn Sahlān al-Sāwı̄, Nahj al-taqdı̄s, published in Risālatān fı̄ l-mant·iq wa-l-falsafa: Nahj al-taqdı̄s
wa-as’ila wa-ajwiba, ed. H·. al-Marāghı̄ (Tehran: Shams al-Tabrı̄zı̄, 2006), 31–70, at 31. Abū l-Barakāt
is referred to in the same derisive manner in the anonymous traditional Avicennan text of MS Istanbul,
Feyzulla 1217, on which see Yahya Michot, “Al-nukat wa-l-fawā’id: An Important Summa of
Avicennian Falsafa”, in Peter Adamson (ed.), Classical Arabic Philosophy: Sources and Reception
(London: The Warburg Institute; Turin: Nino Aragno Editore, 2007), 90–124. The author of al-Nukat
wa-l-fawā’id must be a slightly later figure, as he refers to al-Sāwı̄ and al-Rāzı̄.
18
On this milieu, see the sources in n. 3 above.
19
Al-Mas‘ūdı̄, Sharh· al-khut·ba al-gharrā’, MS Cairo, Maktabat al-Azhar, khus·ūs· ı̄ 275, ‘umūmı̄ 8171, f.
66a.
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folios long.20 The text begins on f. 1b.21 It ends in the beginning of Section 5, and hence
corresponds, in terms of length, to approximately half of al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s Shukūk. The
presence of a catchword at the end of f. 20b indicates that the copy was originally
complete, and that the last part, probably consisting of two further quires, became
separated from the volume and went missing. The extant fragment is undated, but
probably originates from the 7th/13th century. The text is mostly undotted. In some
places, three triangularly-arranged dots (∴) appear in the margin to indicate lacunae or
words that the copyist found illegible in the exemplar.
2. MS Istanbul, Süleymaniye Kütüphanesi, Ayasofya, 4855, ff. 95a–98a. Entitled Min jawābāt al-Imām ‘an Shukūk al-Mas‘ūdı̄ ‘alā l-Ishārāt ([Excerpts] From the
Responses of the Imām to al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s Objections on the Pointers), this copy consists of
eight excerpts paraphrased from al-Rāzı̄’s text. The excerpts are selected for their
interest, in the manner of “fawā’id” or “nukat” (interesting points). The broader context
of the discussion is sometimes missing, though some passages are still framed as
responses to al-Mas‘ūdı̄. Occurring in a volume of philosophical miscellanea, which
includes similar excerpts from larger works as well as complete copies of some tracts, the
text must have been produced by a scholar for his personal use. The copy, on the whole,
is transcribed carefully and contains few errors. The copyist’s colophon at the end of the
last item in the volume is dated 23 Shawwāl 733 (7 July 1333) (f. 289a). Only the first
passage occurs in the text transmitted in the Majlis copy, and corresponds to
pp. 13.4–14.2 of our edition.
Apart from these two copies, two passages from the Jawābāt are cited in al-T·ūsı̄’s
super-commentary on al-Rāzı̄’s full commentary, titled H
· all mushkilāt al-Ishārāt. Both
are already transmitted in the Majlis copy: the first corresponds to pp. 20.14–21.6 of our
edition; and the second corresponds to pp. 27.10–13 and 27.18–28.1.22 Another
discussion refers to an objection made by al-Mas‘ūdı̄, without citing al-Rāzı̄’s response.23
Our edition of the Jawābāt consists of two parts. The first is an edition of the text
transmitted in MS Majlis 16022, referred to as “A”. Where relevant, passages have been
collated with corresponding passages in relevant sources, especially al-Rāzı̄’s Mabāh·ith
and Sharh· al-Ishārāt, al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s Shukūk, and al-T·ūsı̄’s H
· all. A small number of places
in the text remain indecipherable. The second part is an edition of the excerpts
transmitted in MS Ayasofya 4855, referred to as “B”. The exception is the first excerpt,
which already appears in copy A; and as this excerpt is a paraphrase and does not
improve our text, the variants have not been noted in the critical apparatus. The text has
been modified in accordance with modern spelling conventions. Abbreviations have

20
I am grateful to Hassan Ansari for providing me with a copy of this manuscript. The copy was
identified recently, and remains uncatalogued.
21
Unfortunately, I do not have access to the title page of this copy.
22
Respectively: Nas· ı̄r al-Dı̄n al-T·ūsı̄, H
· all mushkilāt al-Ishārāt [Published in the margins of the Ishārāt],
ed. S. Dunyā, 4 vols. (Cairo: Dār al-Ma‘ārif, 1960), 2, 189.19–190.10; 2, 354.17–25.
23
Al-T·ūsı̄, H
· all, 2, 366.9.
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been replaced with full words; e.g. the letter “mı̄m” is changed to “qultum”. All additions
to the manuscript texts are inserted in square brackets.

IV. The Title
As it is hostile to title a work as a rebuttal of a contemporary person, the title that
appears in MS Ayasofya 4855 — “responses to al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s Objections on the Pointers”
(jawābāt al-Imām ‘an Shukūk al-Mas‘ūdı̄ ‘alā l-Ishārāt) — should be treated as merely
descriptive of the text’s contents, rather than a transmission of the authentic title. So
should al-T·ūsı̄’s reference to al-Rāzı̄’s “response to al-Mas‘ūdı̄’s Objections” (jawābi-hi
‘an i‘tirād·āt Sharaf al-Dı̄n Muh·ammad al-Mas‘ūdı̄ ).24 This is confirmed by the absence
of any mention of a title containing a reference to either al-Mas‘ūdı̄, the title of his work,
or Avicenna’s Ishārāt in later biographical or bibliographic sources and in al-Rāzı̄’s own
works. To my knowledge, all of his substantial works are attested in these sources.25
For a combination of factors, I believe Jawābāt al-masā’il al-bukhāriyya to be the
authentic title of this text. This title makes an appearance in a work that probably dates
to circa 590/1194, in which al-Rāzı̄ provides what appears to be a complete list of the
most substantial philosophy-related books he had completed to date.26 All the other
identifiable texts mentioned (particularly, Nihāyat al-‘uqūl, the Mabāh·ith, the
Mulakhkhas· and Sharh· al-Ishārāt) are relatively early and pre-date 585/1190. The title is
also transmitted, in the form Ajwibat al-masā’il al-bukhāriyya, in several biographical
sources (although in most published editions the final word is corrupted to
“al-najjāriyya”, clearly due to editorial or scribal errors).27 As a descriptive book title, it
fits perfectly. Our text consists of “responses” (jawābāt) to “problems” (masā’il, sg.
mas’ala), the latter being the expression used in section headings by both al-Mas‘ūdı̄
and al-Rāzı̄. The problems are “Bukhāran” in the sense that they originated from the city
of Bukhara, where al-Mas‘ūdı̄ was based. By referring to the city or region, the author
avoids referring to the person, and at the same time endows his text with a grander and
more cosmopolitan character. The possibility that al-Rāzı̄ wrote another text that fits the
same description (i.e. an early, substantial, philosophy-related response to problems
originating from Bukhara) is extremely remote.

24

Al-T·ūsı̄, H
· all, 2, 189.
See the bibliographic survey in: Muh·ammad S·. al-Zarkān, Fakhr al-Dı̄n al-Rāzı̄ wa-āthāru-hu
l-kalāmiyya wa-l-falsafiyya (Beirut: Dār al-Fikr, 1963), 62 ff.
26
Al-Rāzı̄, I‘tiqādāt firaq al-muslimı̄n wa-l-mushrikı̄n, ed. ‘A. al-Nashshār (Cairo: Maktabat al-Nahd·a
al-Mis·riyya, 1938), 91.
27
Shams al-Dı̄n al-Dhahabı̄, Tārı̄kh al-islām, ed. B. Ma‘rūf, 17 vols. (Beirut: Dār al-Gharb al-Islāmı̄,
2003), 13, 138; Tāj al-Dı̄n al-Subkı̄, T·abaqāt al-Shāfi‘iyya al-kubrā, ed. M. al-T·anāh· ı̄ and ‘A. al-H
· ulw,
10 vols. (Cairo: Mat·ba‘at ‘Īsā al-Bābı̄ al-H
· alabı̄, 1964–1976), 8, 87; ‘Abdallāh ibn As‘ad al-Yāfi‘ı̄, Mir’āt
al-jinān wa-‘ibrat al-yaqz·ān, 4 vols. in 2 (Hyderabad: Dā’irat al-Ma‘ārif al-‘Uthmāniyya, 1337–1340
AH), 4, 7; Khalı̄l ibn Aybak al-S·afadı̄, al-Wāfı̄ bi-l-wafayāt, ed. S. Dedering et al., 29 vols. (Wiesbaden:
Steiner, 1931–2004), 4, 255; Badr al-Dı̄n al-‘Aynı̄, ‘Iqd al-jumān fı̄ tārı̄kh ahl al-zamān, ed. M. Mah·mūd,
4 vols. (Cairo: Dār al-Kutub wa-l-Wathā’iq al-Qawmiyya, 2007), 3, 238.
25
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14.
15.

11.
12.
13.

3, 78–84

2, 189.19–190.10
2, 354.17–25

Al-Rāzı̄, Jawābāt
(al-T·ūsı̄, H
· all )

•

10.

3, 20

9.

ff. 95a.15–97a.5
(excerpts)
ff. 97a.5–97b.2
(excerpt)
ff. 97b.2–98a.15
(excerpts)

f. 95a.2–15 (excerpt)

Al-Rāzı̄, Jawābāt
(MS Ayasofia,
4855)

Volume 104

On that the continued existence of the effect depends on the
continued existence of its cause (f. 33a).
On that the possibility of coming-to-be is an attribute that exists prior
to coming-to-be (f. 37a).
On that from one only one effect can be brought into being (f. 39a).
On that the activities of corporeal powers are finite (f. 40b).
On that the human soul is not harmed by the loss of the body
through death (f. 42a).
On that the human soul cannot possibly pass away (f. 42b).
On God’s knowledge of Himself and of things other than Himself
(f. 43b).

3, 36–41

3, 7–9
3, 23–4

6.
7.

1b.1–2a.1
2a.2–5b.8
5b.9–8b.4
8b.5–10b.11
10b.12–20b.5

f. 20b.6–28
(incomplete)

ff.
ff.
ff.
ff.
ff.

Al-Rāzı̄, Jawābāt
(MS Majlis,
16022)

•

On that some existents are beyond the grasp of the senses (f. 26b).
On proving the existence of the Necessary Existent and the finitude
of causes (f. 27a).
8. On proving the oneness of the Necessary Existent (f. 28b).

2, 168–73
2, 183–90
2, 352–7
2, 359–66;
373 ff.; 396–8
2, 404–8

Avicenna,
Ishārāt

Preface (f. 2b)
1. On proving the existence of matter (f. 2b).
2. On proving that bodies are finite (f. 4a).
3. On that the power that preserves the mixture is the soul (f. 5b).
4. On the reality of perceptions and on the outer and inner senses
(f. 7b).
5. On that the rational soul is not imprinted in the body (f. 23b).

Al-Mas‘ūdı̄, Shukūk
(MS Imām-i ‘As·r)

Table. The contents of al-Mas‘ūd ı̄’s Shukūk, with corresponding passages from Avicenna’s Ishārāt (ed. S.
Dunyā. 4 vols. [Cairo: Dār al-Ma‘ārif, 1960]) and extant parts of al-Rāz ı̄’s Jawābāt
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